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Abstract
The stomach disorders are among the most common gastrointestinal diseases that reduce the quality of life. Traditional medicine had been
important in treatment of disease since long ago. The causes of stomachache in Iranian traditional medicine are, abnormal humeric substance in
the stomach, Yellow bile or Safra and Black bile or Sauda in the stomach, existence of gas in the stomach, excessive filling of the stomach, excessive
sensation of the stomach. Diagnosis and treatment of stomach pain is important, gastrointestinal tract disorders spreads to other organs and
causes significant problems.
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Mini Review
The stomach disorders are among the most common gastrointestinal diseases that reduce the quality of life and heavy economic burden, the prevalence of indigestion in Western countries is 18-30% and in Asian countries is 14% -8%, the incidence
of reflux in the world is 25% -30% and in Asia is 3 % -7% [1].
The prevalence of gastric ulcer in the world is about 15%
-5%, and it is estimated at 41% in a study conducted in Iran,
which is rising with increasing age and men are more likely than
women to develop the disease [2]. The stomach as a member
of the muscle tissue [3], that plays a vital role in digestion of
foods [4], whatever is eaten, and everything that it reaches the
body first passes through this member, the biological function of
gastric acid not only begins the process of digestion, but also the
first line of defense against orals germs [5].
Traditional medicine had been important in treatment of
disease since long ago and recently is gaining importance in
treatment of diseases [5]. The doctrine of Iranian traditional
medicine has strong arguments based on the use of experience
and analogy based on the normal functioning of the body
to understand and explain many symptoms and signs [6].
Particularly, the gastrointestinal tract is very important in
traditional medicine, because when it is normal it is beneficial
to the entire body, and if the stomach is not healthy, it can be
harmed to the entire body [7].
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In Iranian traditional medicine, the primary site of the
stomach and the end of the esophagus is known as a sensitive
area of the stomach. Due to the excessive sense of this area,
stomach symptoms are generated more common in this area, but
the sensation of pain can also be felt in the region of the heart or
the left spleen. Stomach pain is mainly due to several factors [7].
The causes of stomachache in Iranian traditional medicine
are as follows:
a) Pain with burning in stomach implies an accumulation
of abnormal humeric substance in the stomach [8,9].

b) “humour” which is called in the Iranian traditional
medicine books” khelt” is a wet and fluid substance,
normally there are four humours in the human body, Phlegm
or Balgham, Blood or Dam, Yellow bile or Safra and Black bile
or Sauda [10].
c)
Post-meal pain is due to stimulation of Yellow bile or
Safra and Black bile or Sauda in the stomach [6,8,11].

d) Sometimes pain is due to excessive stretching caused
by gas in the stomach [9], in this case, in addition to causing
stomach pain, the patient is suffering from bloating, feeling
stretching under the ribs. The cause of gas in the stomach
can be due to the consumption of nourishing foods [7,8].
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e) If accompanied with feeling heavy in the stomach, there
is evidence of excessive filling of the stomach.

f)
Other causes of stomach pain in Iranian traditional
medicine are overeating, especially when hunger is not
caused by stomach upset due to stomach upset in the
stomach. In some cases, cold water also causes pain in these
patients [7].

g) Stomach weakness is also a cause of stomach pain,
which is caused by post-meal pain, which is due to the
inability of the stomach to digest food, this condition only
improves with vomiting or diarrhea [7,8,11].
h) Sometimes stomachache is caused due to the type of
food (hot foods likes pepper)(8).

i)
The cause of gastric pain sometimes occurs due to
excessive sensation of the stomach, which is caused by the
least pain trigger(8).

Diagnosis and treatment of stomach pain is important,
gastrointestinal tract disorders spreads to other organs and
causes significant problems. Diseases in the of stomach may
cause serious damage to the heart and liver and ultimately lead
to death [7].

Therefore, we need to deal more seriously with signs and
symptoms to diagnose it as soon as possible so that it can be
prevented by treatment faster.
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